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STADTWERKE NEUSS:
AUTOMATED CHANGE
OF ELECTRICITY METERS

Abstract
Together with Stadtwerke Neuss, Another Monday developed a tailor-made solution for automating the processing
and change of electricity meters in the back-office system of the energy supplier. This way, it is now possible to
adjust the meters automatically without affecting the invoicing process negatively. Extracting the relevant data
from protocols, adding new meters in the energy management system of the operator and changing them
autonomously are now supported by software-bots. The intervention of employees in these processes is only
necessary in predefined exceptions.

Industry:
Electricity, Gas,
Water & Heat
Functional area:
Data Transfer,
Meter Change
Changes per year:
6.300
Processing Time
(REFA Time):
9 minutes
Application:
Wilken (ERP system)
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Initial Situation:
Meter Change without RPA
Since the calibration of electricity meters can only be guaranteed for a certain period of time, they must be replaced
at regular intervals, or in the event of a defect. This is done on-site by a service provider for Stadtwerke Neuss. All
data relevant for administration are transmitted daily to Stadtwerke Neuss in an XML file. To make this data easy for
people to read, it first had to be converted into an Excel file.
After the data that is not relevant for the meter change had been filtered out, a new meter could be created in the
energy management system. Process automation with software robotics (RPA) enabled Stadtwerke Neuss to regain
full control over the business process, which had previously been outsourced, with little effort.

The manual conversion and filtering of data is extremely time-consuming and the billing with the
service provider is done per order, no matter if the meter is changed successfully or not. Problems can
therefore lead to high costs and affect the consistency of billing.

Collaboration as the Key to Success: End-to-End Automation Solution
Another Monday‘s End-to-End automation solution is the next generation of Robotic Process Automation (RPA). The
software robot performs all steps of the business process, from data collection and validation to final processing,
across several applications. This type of automation is completely self-sufficient, scalable, and meets the highest
security requirements.
The cooperation between Stadtwerke Neuss and Another Monday does not end with the successful pilot: During
the implementation of the first pilot process, the employees of Stadtwerke Neuss were trained in the use of
AM Composer so that they are able to automate further processes themselves. And there is enough potential:
For example, it is still necessary to make changes to bank data manually or to transfer meter readings through RPA
to digital partners. In order to ensure a smooth transition for future processes, Another Monday helps in a tandem
approach: First, the employees of Stadtwerke Neuss automate most of the processes themselves, and before
putting them into operation, the robot scripts go through the quality controls of Another Monday once again.
They are then transferred to the productive environment.
In addition, the process analysis is now simplified across different departments with a visionary tool called
AM Muse. This enables every employee to independently create process documentations with just a few clicks.
External analysis of the process logic and manual creation of click instructions are no longer necessary.
With the AM Console, Stadtwerke Neuss can keep a full overview of its „digital employees“ at all times, prioritize
tasks, and generate reports.
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Solution
Automation of the meter change process:
A software robot reads the transmitted XML file directly without previously
transferring it to an Excel file. On the basis of predefined criteria, the software robot
reads the file and collects all data relevant for the change. After that the new meter is
registered in the back-office system of Stadtwerke Neuss. Based on the location of the
measurement of the meter change, a suitable customer is searched in the system. Before
creating the new meter, the plausibility of the meter readings is checked. This ensures that
the meter reading is higher compared to the removal of the old meter. In case of conflicts
the case is sorted out and a human employee of Stadtwerke Neuss takes over.

If the meter reading is plausible, the meter is changed in the back-office system. To do this, the change
date, the last meter reading of the old meter and the meter reading of the new meter are entered. In case of
inconsistencies, an employee of the respective department will be informed by e-mail.
The software robots enable Stadtwerke Neuss to handle its meter change process on its own again. At the
same time, the processing time is drastically reduced as previous process steps are no longer necessary
and data input and transfer is fully automated by software robots. In addition, the software robots work
flexibly: If the report about the changed meters arrives late in the evening, the software robots can act in
real time and thus accelerate the process of meter change, resulting in increased customer satisfaction.

Process flow
Data is delivered in XML format
Software robot reads relevant data from XML
Creates new meter in the system
Uses measurement location to search
for the customer in the database
Checks meter readings
→ if not plausible, taken over by administrator
If data is plausible: Change meter in ERP system
→ if error, taken over by administrator
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In

years
we have:

According to renowned analyst firms such as Gartner,
Forrester and Aragon, ANOTHER MONDAY is one of
the world’s most innovative providers of intelligent process automation. In just four years, ANOTHER MONDAY
has automated more than two billion transactions and
successfully implemented and managed more than
10,000 robots.
Through our unique methodology we scale together
with our customers and slowly step out of our position
as hidden champion. The proof: With our employees –
and RPA as a solution – ANOTHER MONDAY manages
the world’s largest bot farm within a company. The equivalent of over 1,500 full-time employees who we were
able to free from monotonous and repetitive tasks.
Our vision is to transform the traditional and well-known
workplace in a way that employees will look forward to

Monday as well as Friday in the future. In our opinion, this
only works through the holistic support of our customers
- before, during and after the implementation of RPA.

Our goal: Empower People, Embrace Robotics

We at ANOTHER MONDAY do not only automate existing
workflows. Through our highly qualified development
team, we are also able to offer creative and innovative
solutions and assist in the creation of new services, products and applications. These not only lead to increasing
sales, higher quality and customer satisfaction, but also
to above-average automation rates and efficiency
increases of 80 to 99 percent.
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